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THE FUTRM OF ASTROWXIY IN AVIATION Ai
T[in is a translation of Chapter Six, pp. 180-

213, of Astronowmla v aviataii (Astronomy in Avia-

tion), 1959, 2nd edition, Moscow, 1959, by N. A.

Kondrat 'yev

With each passing year, aeronautical astronomy acquires increa-

singly greater significance for the guidance of aircraft. This is

accounted for b- the fact that astronomical methods possess a num-

ber of advantages over other methods of guiding aircraft. Chief

among these are •he following:

1. The fact that the astronomical methods do not depend on

ground installatione, due to which an enemy cannot disturb their

operation artificially. In this respect the astronomical techniques

are favorably distinguished from radio methods of aircraft guid-

2. Constant precision in the determination of the naviga-

tion elements over the entire extent of the flight, no matter how

great the distance. This advantage comes to the fore particular-
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ly in lonug-distance and ultra-long-distance flights carried out be--

yond the effect 're ranges of radio-based systems. Under these con-

ditions, neith,• radio methods nor automatic course reckoning (to say

nothing of dead reckoning) can assure the necessar-y precision of gui-_

dance of the aircraft.

3. Their applicability anywhere on the Earth's surface. We

know that guidanco systems with magnetic sensors operate unreliably

in the polar regions, while radio methods frequently fail due to na-

tural disturbances in the propagation of radio waves. In the Arctic
sometimes

and Anta-ctic, therefore, astronomical techniq)jes areAthe only ones

that guarantee the feasibility and safety of flight.

These positive features of the astronomical methods form the ba-

sis for the further development of astronomy in aviation. Automation--

the direction in which all engineering methods of aircraft guidance

are being evolved--is also .encompassing tile astrcnomical methods to

an increasing degree. Still more promising possibilities for their

use are appearing with the development of a new branch of science and

technology: radio astronomy. Even now, when flights are carried out

to greater advantage at high altitudes, continuous cloud cover pre-

sents virtuallN no ob.stacle to the use of astronomical methods, since

it rarely occurs above 6000 to 800 m. The methods of radio astro-

nowty make it pý sible to carry out astronomical determinations under

all meteorologi.cxal conditions and at any time of day. The conquest

of cosmic space. which was begun with the launching of the first

artificial earth satellite on 4 October 1957, has opened new pro-

epects for aeronautical astronomy. Making use only of the Doppler

effect, the crews of airplanes and the flying craft Of the future

will be able to determine certain elements of their flight courses

from artificial satellites, in the same way as from the celestial

lum .naries.

Mus there is every reason to assume that astronomical methods

will acquire ever-increasing "specific weight" among the methods ofj
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rFa~rcraft rocket guidance. -

- 1.% Automation of kitrorvmniciil Xethods.

Autuaewtiob haa, c.4ad irito wide ust. in Pt.oderrn technology. ?Xianv Jl-
d~wr~a~cesenare w 1 td *~t the direct particira-'

ticn' W M~j~h He retains, t~he functions of set~ting up lhie initial da-
*ta, ^.on~tro1lli., the various aggregates, a~nd monitoring their cpera-

t j 0-1.

* itAutcnatjc prriductior. lixnes arnd entire autom~ated~ factories haive
ccile into beir'g 'a replace the sim~plest alitcVnatic maciliners and de-
lrx-ýi 1The develapment of contemporary technology' without '-Autowma-

would be untllinkable.

lhie use Of automation -,a not been restr~icted to industrial
r.rodu rt :_ on. It has bee-i introduced on a wide scale into all bran-
clips of t.1e economy; and even into the household.

a~e modern aircraft is equipped with complex instruments and sys-
temz whi~h it would be practically impossible to control without the
use Of alltomaLiOn. It is~ even difficult to achieve guidar-ce of an
aircraft without recourse to &-utornatic navig,-tion devices. There-
fore nvti instruments which autotratically deteýrmine the co-
ordiiný-.,tts of' t." aircraft's position, radiococnpasses tnat toti-
ally indicate the bearine, of a radio station, astroconmpasses that

* automiatically locatte the direction of the sun, and other devi;ces
are wildely used on aircraft. In spite of the high quality of' these

autof.tia- devices, they no longer solve navigation problems with
suffic~ntpreci..-ilon, reliability, or speed at t-he velocitiecs of

contemnporary fli~lht. Die increased velocitie,%, altitu-es, ý.,to
~rc5of fli-rt so comrplicated the guidance work of the

crew t1hat the pr i_,sion of aircraft. guidance declined notice-
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F ably. ]

?Qture increases in the velocitiee, altitudes, and rangs of

flight will require not only the perfection of existing means of

aircraft guidance, but also the creation 0f entirely new devices

which solve eircraft-guidance problems with speed and precision.

This is espec¢Ally necezaary in connection with the extensive re-

cent developme t of v'aious types of pilotless flying craft.

The chiei :.sk in the development of navigation technique will

obviously be tih creation of autonomous automatic methods, i.e.,

methods that are independent of ground installations and the con-

ditions of flight and also exclude the influence of artificial

disturbances. The astronomical methods of aircraft guidance offer

the greatest. promise in this respect. When automated, they can pro-

vid' Vidance for aircraft and rockets at any range, altitude, and

speed wid eliminate one of the basic inadequacies of the existing

met!.•ds--the great losses of time in measurement and computation.

Approxinýtely 5 min are required for the crew to determine the po-

siticn of an aircraft from two astronomical position lines. At a

flighi; speed of 20 km/min, the aircraft wilI be 100 km removed from

the point at w ich the measurements were made by the time the com-

patations are ow21eted and the astronomical position lines are en-

tered on the :ý;sp. T,-- question arises: who wants to know what point

far in the rYar was occupied by the aircraft when it is necessary

to establish its position at a given instant? _j
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The reply to the question as to wrnere the airplane is now must

be inmmediate ar.d exact. And even thiz& is poszible et tlre present

level of developmaent of science and technology. it I; n&cessary

for this purpose to automatize not only the process of measurement

of the aircr~ft's altitude; the computations must be carr:ied out by

automatic cotLuters rather than by a human, and the results of the

cal~Celations must be fed continuously to special indicators on

the instr-.:ment panel in the navigator-and-pilot cabin ir the form

of the he;•,ling and coordinates of the aircraft.

t8 the future development of the astronomical methods will be

directed towar- the creation of automatic devices that make it poesi-

bile to determl•-6 the position of the aircraft and the direction of

its flight, a to reckon the course over which it has traveled.

Let us consif.-d briefly the prospects for the development of the ba-

sic astronom.c¢al methods of aircraft guidance.

1. Contemporary aeronautical sextants pemrnit. determination of

the altitude of only a single celestial body. To dete.-nine the po-

sition of an aircraft by the prevailing method it is necessary to

have at least two position lines, i.e., to measure thie altitudes of

two cclestin'- bodies. To shorten the time of me.,surement and in-

crease Lte rýreoisI.,r of dete.minetion of -he aircraft's position,

we rn.ed an instrument that automatically measures the altitudes of

two or thr;ee celestial bodies and indicates the result continuous-

ly in .,he form of certain navigation elements. J

S. . . • . . i I I I I I.5 .I



r Devices can be created tnita" t~c1y'~er~n ~ o

t io r, of ar. aircroft from alt4.w-UkCS cf never./il ý:eletill 'bodlies mktam-

tired at diffeQrent times~, or even, from, the rreazured coordin~ates of"

onya die< oy.~ub&v~i.les are known, as cel,?etial orierntatocrs.

indivi.Ial mciAs of ceier'titi orierntattors li-7ce alrezid' -er 'built

a: a'ne first e--, eririentz ir their uý-a hf~ve given pr,,-d ru:-ults..

To!?-ether v... h inert!.-., aircr;. rtuidmce ýýy!:.ttrnm', co1e~-it.al. cr-

;ir':~. r~may, I,~ the fXture, become a bae~ic mc-th'io! a~uP %3ifl

prcA-~naircrizft gui,0nnce under v~iryin- ce da.Ltior., in the na~igj-a

2. ntemphorary remote astrocomrpaszes with automath`-ý 'photcel-

ectri.c tr--ckiri.:, 'N.-Ate-is determine the course of an aircraft only by

tbhe suin. 'ýuýt ai~rcraft fly by night as well as by day. Therefore it

will also be r~ecessary to ha-ve aý:tronornic:5l co-urse ins~truments thznt

'ilworl: reliably at any time of day. Tihis, is particularlyim rt

ar~t for 1-,n.,:-diLz.t-tnce fI iznts 1,ý,stincr 1P to 16 hours and 1cnrer.

Zucn lovice's may be sidereal astrocompasses thtat automatilc&lly track

a ccrtain fresek.-7:ted star by me;,;irs of a photoelectric tv:ackimn ts

teml .~ rn~motxe transinii310fl of true-cou~rse values bctrl to the i;n-

stnimeanL panel ýin th-e aiircratft's cabin an,.? into the automr~fic-1-ilot

,%ystemi to correii-t the course r,,idz.ncte of' t-i-e air~craf't, ýart.-.Cularly

lo~ ngr flints. TLeproblems vn'y als be solv~ed i;:n Celestial

or t - t o-v
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V 'i~The possibility of trackin3 stars by day is of great practical-'

inter.;.t. Stars that are readily visible to the unaided eye at

night are indistinguishable by day against the backgrc.uAn%. of dis-

pers•ed skylight. The brightness of the background is determined by

the position of the sun. The background brightness is highest in

the dire.;ion of the sun and significantly lower in other sectors

of t'e sky. Special astronomical instruments having telescope

tubes with v:y small fields of view (a few miutes of arc) may be

iused to obse 'ae i;tars by day in sectors of the sky of moderate

brilliance.

The brIghtneas of the sky background also declines considerably

with increasing altitude of observation. At 20 ks, the background-
brightness

sky Ais about one twenty-fifth or one thirtieth of that at an alti-

tude of 3 km. Thus the conditions of daytime star observation im-

prove significantly with increasing flight altitude. Very bright

stare can be observed in daytime with the naked eye even from low

alti tudes.

Below we present a list of altitudes at which stars of differ-

ent brigztnesses are visible in the daytime with the sun about 300

distant 4 rom them:

Stellar mapitude -1 0 1 2 3
Alt-,tude (k1m) 3 10 20 ý5 55

L_.7.



The n-'agnUtuits of aeria2-navigation star- -nie from -1.6 to

.I. 1. Therofor-. .an;" of then can btr observed in thf t irne with tre

aid >"f ordinary .eronauticl astronomical inctruments durt.ag flight

at a'!titudes ol" |0 to -20 km. At lower flight altitudes, only Sirius

wi~t. -I~t ste.Y..a magnitude of -i.6 will be visible in the N'orthern

At low flight altitudes, a special aspjaratuo with a t(ei'eccpe

havPn.•- a 'i.c:id of vision of a few minutes of arc will be needed to

locate stars. In this case, having set the tube of the telescope on

:.c ch,!-,en star by zeforence to its position coorditnates (at a su ....-

cir, ang'ular distm•nce trom the sun), we may observe the talr to keep

iL "'r the -- eld of vision and thereby determine the navigfgtion lle-

flients and ;o'iticn iae.. The shooting of a second star or the sut

will pe:it us to determine the position of the aircraft even by ex-

isti.nrg •tehods.

Llytilne obh. 'rvation of stars can be effected by making u=e of

Sif•rlred r. iatio-, since tue emission epectra of many stairs

h;.veý ttxima in : inf.,%red region. The use of ;Totoe~ec riz cells

#e, Itive to iJi'rr ed radiation will broaden the opportunities for

daytiJaMe op rv.tioni of the stars.

, creation of astronomical aeronautical comput devices.

The t&aler: (AAE, T7A, TVAZ, etc. ) in use by our country's aviators

are imch sirpler and more convenient then the corresponding tablcL

lin the hsard-g of aviators abroad. but even these require much time

•8•



For comptation of the elements of the position lines and position

of the aitrcraft, and this is their principal shortcomini. Ine solu-

tion to this problem can obviously be found in the creation of com-

putink- devices which relieve the naviggtor of such calculations.

J.uch device--- may te built in the vet: r-ear future on the basis of

electronic computers that Ferform tens and hundreds of thousands of

operatý`ons per second.

Aircraft e'ectronic comluters must be of the general-purpo~e

type, i.e., tne.i must process data obtained from various instruments

te~n -Lssue the f,.al result to an indicator or a control device.

The develo;pment of the astronomical methods will not take its

own direction. On the contrar-y, as these methods are automated,

vsrious levices operating on different principles will be unified,

ard integrated navigration systems will be created that automatically

solve all navigantion ýrob]ems in flight and, like automatic naviga-

tors, ir;-ýicte the position of the aircraft directly on a map at any

moment of the f~light.

The prospect cf the emergence of aircraft beyond the limits of

the atmoal.here now poses new navigation problems. It will obvious-

ly he iMpo• :-ib•e to emrloy aeronautical instrlnents thnt operate on

atmorIheric pressure_ (:,irspeed indicators, barometric altimetw-rs,

rate-of-climb .- Jicz•..ors) outside the &Arth's atmosphere.

The methr-' of reckoning course by the use of compass and air-

Ls;-%-d readings r.t obtain the position of the aircraft produces sig-_j

9



III
Fnificart errors due to the low precision of the initial data--partic-

ularly those from the airspeed indicator. Devices which effect auto-

matic computat-on of course by integration of air speed and wind ve- -

locity over tb, 'Ame of flight also give large errors due to the er-

rors in t!*e del-taina ion of air speed and wind velocit3.

Po provide for the navigation of aircraft under any and all

flight corditions--even extraatmos,,heric conditions--and to elevate

the precision of aircraft (rocket) guidance, fundemertally new meth-

ods of solving navigation problems have been sought in many countries

during the past few years. One of these is the design of the so-

called i!.ertial navigation system. The operating principle of this

system coisists in the measurement of the accelerations of the air-

craft or rocket from the moment of takeoff or flight past some ref-

erence point. Integration of the accelerations produces the air-

craft's speed, and a second integration produces the distance tra-

versed and with it the aircraft's coordinates. In the inertial navi-

gation systems, the accelerations are measured not with respect to

the Earth, but with respect to the space of the "fixed" stars, or,

as it is termeA, "inertial space" (hence the term "inertial naviga-

tion").

The ine--tial navigation system possesses a great advantage in

that the pozition of the aircraft or rocket is determined without

reference to any ground points and without natural or artificial

radiation. _j

.10.



F Thi)s system requires no souirce of 1-idiation whatever and does

not it~elf erit aigInais of ai~y kind. 1.] mearbaremente arý crr ef

out with~in the a'ircraft.

In &-!. ina~rt~la r~vigation nystern, th-e aii'craftla porsition co-

or-.i-F.ntet or ~oe f t..e rocket with respect t~o the "fixed" ýt;ars

are c, iverted into coor-din~ates wiLth r*ftreace t* the -Frth by PLa e

The iner .91 syste~ii poL-ewea~t hiet' pz'ecisiou in its nav~giglt ion-

U' Aie"erminati, .a, ar;. thi~i pi-cibicu is r~ot a f~inct',ocn of any exter-

,:;i -'attoi-. -:'o inc;-eqse the r-recisior. of s'ich a sys-tem, p'rovision

~'io~for 'he correctio. ')f vum'uliv errors either oy tre A.ri

ci,#ýD'1ý cC ez~t~al orier~ta'ýor or by menns of ra ar using the

V->-r- t. Ve au oertlon of navigational -methoti, includin~g astro-

nttvi gati~~ rethods, is the most im~portant requisite for the gu~d-

ance )4' ~ureraft a.nd rocleets at contei.peL-1rary fliglat velncities. It

6~ ven mrqc" vital for ccamic flig.gt vi.locities.

2. The Us fRdcAtonxyi vain

ie ;.,,lestial I.-odiee -arid the poE58ibility of their ube for air-

cra~ft guidance were discussed above as conditioned by their optical

výsiloility. new itranch of science ard technology has aupearedad

und~ergone ra~iý develcpmenh in recent years: radio astronomy, the

sýqplication of which to aviation is opening new possibilities for .



.9ircraft guidarc.e. Stewring from at-udy of the radio-frequency emia-

s~ion of the sur ,nd moon, radion tronoamý mRnz.k:s it po.sible to ob-

serve celest i' odie• throu.gh fog and clouds an- et any time of day,

regardless of whether light is received from them.

ve know that light. waves compose a ennll part of the vact range

of electromagnetic waves. The electrowagnetic waves encompass all

for~rs of radiation bsginnling with the Rwmo rayr and irvcluding sound

vibrations and vibrations of rtill lower frequency. A fundamental

chrinacriJti, c of any vibration is its wavelength. I,iht waves have

waveiengtb.s_ from X.38 11 (violet rays) to 0.76 p (red rays'). The ra-

di- w_-%.ies embrace a much wider range of wavelengths from 1 mm to

.A ki and mere (Fig. 103).

Fig. 103. .cule of electrom.a,-netic waves.
1) pemua rays; 2) x-rays; 3) ultraviolet rays; 4) infrared rays;
5) radio waves; 6) em.

£•:ctromaaetic waves are emitted by any heated body, with the

leng;th ard energy of the wave depending on the surface temperature

of thie emi.ttig body. The temperature of the surface layer of the

sun is as•proximrately 60000; the temperature of the surfaces of the

jority of stars rangt:s from 450) to 10,000 . The moon and planets

12
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Fig. 104. "Transparency" of the
Earth's atmosphere for electro-
magnetic waves.

1) "transparency" of atmosphere; 2) smma-rays; 3) x-rays; U) UV; 5)
visible rays; 6) infrared rays; 7) radio-frequency emission.

possess low plus and even subzero temperatures, but even these are

sufficient for the emission of radio-frequency waves.

The sun and stars radiate electromagnetic waves of varying ener-

gy in almost all regions of the spectrum, although we can detect far

from all of them, since the Earth's atmosphere absorbs the greater

part of the ele)tromagnetic waves emitted by the celestial bodies.

It will be seen from Fig. 104 that the visible rays are almost all

pasaed by the atmosphere, while the ultraviolet and infrared rays

are transmitted only in part. Cosmic radio-frequency emission ar-

rivee at the Earth in a wider range of wavelengths beginning with

the longest passed by the ionosphere*, i.e., waves from 15-25 mm

long, and extending to the millimeter waves.

The ionosphere is the upper part of the atmosphere, which
contains ions and free electrons in considerable quantity. The
ionosphere begins at an altitude of 60-80 km and extends to 400
km and higher.

4



V Thus it is possible to observe the celeatial bodies not only

through the "optical window", which transmits the visible and some

of the ultraviolet and infrared rays, but also through a "radio win-

dow", which confers preference to radio-astronomical observations

over the optical observations.

Fig. 105. Parabolic antenna for reception
of cosmic radiation at centimeter wavelengths.

Radio-frequency emission from sources outside the Earth was

first observed in 1931. But since the power of radio-frequency cos-

mic radiation is, as a rule, quite low, the development of radio as-

tronomy became possible only after the creation of sensitive radio

receivers and large directional antennae--the so-called radio tele-

scopes. The larger the antenna, the higher will be the resolving

L j
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Fpower of the rscdio telescope, i.e., its capacity to sense separatelyl

eources of tad ition that are located close togetrier on tne celest-

ia.d sphere.

The anterra3 may be of various configurations, but multi-dipole

cop1hasing antennx& are given preference in practice for the reception

of meter waves and parabolic reflectors for centimeter-wave reception

(Fig. 105).

The use of radio telescopes for the guidance of aerial and ma-

rine vehicles is prohibited by the great size of their antennas.

This obstacle is being overcome at the present time, arid marine

radiosextants &ýFig. 106) that permit reception of the radio-fre Auen-

cy emýssion of the sun and other celestial bodies have already been

built. The radiosextant's parabolic antenna is 78 cm in diameter.

:iuch a radiosextant makes it possible to determine the sun's coordi-

nates ;ith an error of 1 to 2'.

Aircraft radiotextants are also being designed. They are rem-

iniscent, in pri..nciple, of a radar station with automatic target

tracking. Liki the radar station, they have an antenna system, a

receiver wit 7i amplifier and a system for automatic tracking of the

sun in azLiruth and altitude (angle of elevation). Receiving the

radio-frequency radiation of the sun, the radiosextant follows its

positicr. on the celestial sphere continuously. The measured solar

coordinates are transmitted to a computer, to which other naviga-

L tion data may also be supplied: the bearing of the aircraft, its _j

"15.



flight speed, etc. The computer may automatically determine the co--[

ordinates of the aircraft's position from these data. The radiosex-

Fig. 106. Marine radiosextant.

tant model illu.-trated in Fig. 107 works on the 1.9-cm wavelength,

weighs 45 kg anc has en antenna-system diameter of 60 cm. The an-

tenna is moun~ed on a platform which is stabilized gyroscopically,

thus permitting the maintenance of its position with reference to

the sun and, consequently, a reduction of the error of measurement

due to the oscillations of the aircraft. The precision of determina-

Ltion of the sun's position with such a radiosextant is about 2'.

1J
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F Work toward the creation of radio-astronomical apparatUs and

further ex;ior-.tion of the Univzrse proceed.s without •r'trrutt'::.

That remarkable discovery of the great R ia: sxi.ntist A. :.. -

pov--radio--has found a new use: it has become a powerful tool in

the iaves1gatior. of cosmic bodies. Thujnks to the efforts of scien-

tists in ,ny countries, t:ne sensitivity of the nooern receivers

used ir radioa-ronomy is so great tiat they can pick up radio-fre-

quency radiation whose flux density is hundreds of millionr, of times

smaller than t'it of the Moscow television center at a !istanrce of

50 km.

Fig. 107. Aircraft radiosextant (kAnerican).

R:tdio-astronomical studies of the sun have made it po;isible to

establish that the solar radio emission occurs in a range of wave-

lengths from 8 rm to 12 im, and that their power varies. It is mil-

"*17



-ions of times -reater in periods of elevated solar activity (appear-i

nnce of sunspcts, chromcsyneric flares, etc.) than the power of the

radio-frequency radiation of the "quiet sun." Isolated "outbursts'"

and "stilasi.es" of radio-frequency emission cause scattered tem~porary

Interruptions of short-wave radio communication and intense radio

noise.

The radio-frequency emission of the moon has 'been studied thor-

oughly on the 1.25-cm wavelength. It has been ascertained that it

is quite indepenAent of the moon's phase and originates in subsoil

layers at a derth of about 0.5 W.

Radio-a-tronomical studies bave also been made for certain pla-

nets. Thus the radio emission of Venus indicated that the tempera-

ture at its surf--,ce is riot 500 as assumed previously, out over 100°;

the radio emiss.i.on of Jupiter has its maximum power at the 8-,M wave-

length. Preparn ions vre presently being made for the reception of

radio signals from other planets as well; foremost among these are

Mercury, Mars, and Saturn.

Study of the radio emission of the galaxy has revealed regions

of elevated radio emission in the constellations Cygnus, Cassiopeia,

Taurus, and certain others. The flux of these radio evana-

tions is tens of billions of times greater than the luminous flux of

the brIghtest star, Siriuse Faint neoulosities or supernova flareups

have been observed at the positions of a ntumber of these powerful

Ssources.

° 18



F It is believed that the radio-frequency emission of the galaxy

is go,'!'rne61 by free electrons, ionized interstellar gases, and iso-

lated sources--the debris of supernova flareups. Random radiation

from other galxies (nebulae) is superimposed on this radiation.

Thus obse.-ations of the radio-frequency emissior of cosmic

objects, togee.r wito data on the distribution of the sources of

radio emissio.n in space, provide us with information on the nature

of these sources and the processes unfolding in them.

Radar astronomy, which is concerned with study of radio waves

tranemitted from the Earth and reflected from cosmic objects (the

moon, meteor trains) is an autonomous field of radio astronomy.

Radar contact with the moon, i.e., the transmission of a radio sig-

nal to the moon and the detection of the reflected signal, made poa-

sible the first determination (from the elapsed time before the ar-

rival of the reflected signal) of the distance to a celestial body

in the history of mankind by the use of experimental means rather

than t4:e usual method of observation and computation.

Radio ast >.nomy in aeronautics offers new possibilities for

the creation of autonomous aircraft-guidance systems.

"A. Flidits into Outer Space.

The day 4 Octoner 1957 passed into history as the beginning of

human conquest of cosmic space.

L
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F The launching of the first artificial earth satellite was pre-

ceded by a tremendous amount of work on the part of Soviet scien-

tists, engineers, and workers in the creation of an intercontinental

ballistic rocket, which was first tested in August of 1957. The

fli•,•t of the f:•llistic rocket was made at an altitude of several

hundred kilometc...-s. No flying device created by man had previously

attained such an altitude. Traversing a tremendoub distance in a

short time, the rocket fell exactly into the designated area. This

confirmed the correctness of the choice of its design and the flight

calculations.

In contrast to airborne rockets, the ballistic rocket is

launched vertically and its flight controlled not over the entire

trajectory, but only in an initial, relatively small section (about

400 kim), after which the rocket flies like an ordinary artillery

projectile (Fig. 108). It may reach a maximum altitude of up to

Trajectory of baellictic rocket

.-- .- 1,000 km/hr, -~~Of 0"5. ,-- "o ; &-V ,/ . - ft ., _ ,-

Trajectory of '......... .
a i r b o r n e -t 

Kp &1, R80717G Po xe n
rocket & •,, •._- . .. •

Fig. n(... Flight trajectories of ballistic and

airborne rockets.

1000 km and flies at a velocity of about 20,000 k,/hr, with a range

L in excess of 8000 km. The speed of airborne rocketc (e.g., the Am J
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Verican "Snark" rocket) is relatively low--about 1000 km/nr--and 7
their flight altitudes range from 10 to 15 km.

The airborne rocket is controlled by an automatic pilot and

other automatic devices over its entire flight trajectory. The auto-

matic pilot that guides such a rocket along its course works in con-

junction with astronomical guidance systems. Astronomical course in-

struments assist in correcting the errors accumulated under the con-

ditions of its flight along the trajectory by determining automatic-

ally ti:e position of the rocket with reference to celestial bodies

(stars). Unli:e ballistic rockets, airborne rockets are easily vul-

nerable to antxiircraft weapons.

The creati 'n of the ballistic rocket marked a great accomplish-

ment on the part of Sv1iet science and technology and represented

the last practiaP2 step leading up to the launching of artificial

earth satellites. In accordance with the program of operations of

the third International Geophysical Year, which was initiated on 1

July 1957 and continued to 31 December 1958*, three artificial sat-

ellites of the Earth were launched in the Soviet Union: on 4 October

and 3 November 1957 and on 15 May 1958.

The launching of the first artificial satellite dewonstrated to

all progressive humanity the superiority of Soviet science and tech-

Research under the program of the International Geophysical

Year was continued to 31 December 1959 under the designation "Inter-

national Geophysical Collaboration 1959."
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Fn logy over tve bourgeois. It is well known that the artificial

earth satellite launched in the USA on 31 January 1958 weighed only

14 kg; the mean height of its orbit was about 1300 km and its orbit-

al velocity less than 7 km/sec. Further repeated attempts by the Am-

ericans to launch satellites comparable to the Soviet satellites were

not crowned with success in the recent International Geophysical

Year.

The successful launching of the satellites is not to be regard-

ed ac the accomplishment of any single branch of science. This was

a triumph of all Soviet scientists and technologists--the result of

the growth of our entire industrial capacity and the whole socialist

econom-.c, social, and governmental system as created under the lead-

ership of the Communist Party.

The succes ful solution of problems in the design of powerful

rocket engines aid the fuels which they require, as well as in the

development of hirhly complex automatic devices, is testimony to the

fact that Soviet science has surged forward to first place in the

world in many departments. This is acknowleded not only by our

friends, but by our enemies as well.

The first Soviet artificial earth satellite (Fig. 109) took the

form of a sphere 58 cm in diameter weighing 83.6 kg. In it were in-

stalled two radio transmitters which broadcast signals continuously

at 7.5 and 15 m. The satellite was released by its rocket vehicle

t an altitude of about 900 km above the Earth's surface and guided
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to an orbit in which a linear velocity of 8 km/sec (about 29,000&

kcmir) was imparted to it. The satellite revolved about the Earth

in an elliptical orbit inclined 65 to the plane of the equator

"(Fig. 110). During the first few days, one revolution was completed

in 1 hr 36.2 *in.

The "little Soviet moon", as the satellite was named by foreign

newspapers, was picked up by radio stations and was visible in the

light of the rising and netting sun. During the 94 days of its ex-

istence, the sztellite completed about 1400 revolutions about our

planet and traversed a distance of about 60,000,000 km.

Fig. 109. General appearance of first Soviet

artificial earth satellite.

L 2
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V The second artificial satellite entered orbit on 5 November

197?. It represented the last stasge of the iocket vehicle and

cea'ried colvainers with scientific apparutu.;. (Fig. i). The sate.-'

lite's payload (the weight of the apparalus, the experimental animal,

and the sources if electric power) was 508.3 kg.

The maxim . di.3tance of trie second satellite's orbit from the

'.ý,rt's surface 'as ov..r 1500 km, and its orbital veloci'ty was about

8 Ion/sec. Duz in, Its lifetime, it completed 2370 revolutions about

oatr planet arn. traveled a distance of over 1X00OC00,000 k"2.

The laiurching of the third 3oviet artificial earth satellite

was a glittering new achievement that reaffirmed the leading role

of our country in the struggle for mastery of the cosmos. The sat-

ellite is an automatic scientific laboratory in the fullest 6ense

of the term; it is conical in shape, with a base dianeter of 1.7" m

and & height of 3.75 a 'without counting the projecting antennas);

the artellite weighed 13n2 kg and attained an altitude of 188C) km.

The t'i.rd Soviet artificial earth satellite lasted considerably

longer Than t-e first two. Its total number of revolutions and the

distance traveleA were several times greater than in the case of the

fTrst two satellites.

The possibi.ity of flight into cosmic space was first given a

scientific baris as long ago as the end of the last century by the

Russian Ccientizt K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, the founder of modern rocketry.

le is Paid to have uttered the words "I believe that many of you willf
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Fwitnesa the first extraatnospheric voyage." His dreams of navigatLI

outer space with tne aid of rockets have row been successfully

Fig. 110. Orbit of the first arti-
ficial earth satellite.

brough"" t' life.

The creaticn of an object capable :f overcoming the attraction

of the Earth an'd escaping into interplanetary space is bazer. on New-

ton's laws of celestial mechanics, which apply equally to all celes-

tial bodies, including those which have been created artificially.
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Fig. 111. Arrangement of apparatus in second
Soviet artificial earth satellite:

1--Prtective shell, thrown off after satellite
has bL;en guided into orbit; 2--device for study
of ultraviolet and infrared solar radiation;
3--spherical container with apparatus and radio
transmitters; 4--Structural frameworL for it-
tachment of apparatus; 5--hermetically-sealed
cabin for experimental animal.

If there were no force of gravitational attraction and no air resis-

tance, any thrown object would move at a constant rate in a straight

line on its own inertia and therefore progressively recede from the

Earth into outer space. The forces of terrestrial gravitation and

air resistance prevent such motion of the object and bend its path

with the result that the object falls to earth. The higher the in-

itial velocity of the thrown object, the farther it will fly from
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j the point of projection, other conditions remaining the same.

To offset t-ie gravitationali attraction of the Earth and make

the object revo' e about it in a circular orbit, it is necessary to

impart an initizA velocity of 7.9 km/sec (the circular velocit) to

it at the surface of the Earth. In this case the object would move

at constant vslocity along a circle having its center at the center

of the Barth. Since the resistance of the air will gradually reduce

its velocity, the rocket will gradually descend and fall to earth af-

ter a certain time•. As 'the altitude is increased, the velocity of

the circular motion will decrease slightly. Thus it should be 7.8

km/sec at an altitude of 200 kim, 7.6 at an altitude of 500 kin, 7.3

at an altitude of 1300 kin, 6.9 at 2000 kim, and 5.9 km/sec at 5000

kin, etc.

As the initial velocity at the Earth's surface is increased from

7.9 to 1 .2 km/sec, the rocket (satellite) will move along an ellip-

tical orbit one of whose foci is located at the center of the Earth.

He:ie the ellip6- becomes more and more elongated as the velocity di-

verges from the c-rcular velocity. Thus the rocket reaches halfway

to the moon at velocity of 11 km/sec, and at 11.1 kv/sec it passes

beyond the moon's orbit, remaining a satellite of the Earth.

At a velocity of 11.2 km/sec (the parabolic velocity), the el-

lipse breaks open to become a parabola. This is the limiting velo-

city for an artificial satellite; the rocket recedes to infinity

(Fig. 112). _J
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Fig. 112. Shape of rocket orbit as a
founction of launching velocity.

The period of revolution of a satellite about the Earth depends

on the altitude at which it moves and is determined by the third law

of Kepler. If the satellite's orbit is not circular, but elliptical,

the period of revolution must be computed from the major semiaxis of

the ellipse (Fig. 113). The length of the minor semiaxis does not

influence the satellite's period of revolution; its velocity at the

moment when it crosses an end of the minor axis of the ellipse is

equal to the circular velocity.

L The greater the altitude of a satellite, the longer will be itaJ
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g. '113. The major axes of the orbits
?re equal.: the jzeriods of revolution of
."e satellites along them are identical.

orit; the ex avitational attraction of the Earth will be weaker,

and this means that both the centrifugal force and the velocity of

the &ateliite will be smaller, while the period of revolution will

be longer. The dependence of the period of revolution of a satel-

lite in a circular orbit on its altitude is presented in the ta-

ble below:
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Altituie in Maximum alti- feriod of lumter of revo-
circular or- tude in ellip- revolutiun lutiors per si-
bit, ke tical orbit about dereal day

(with minimum Larth
altitude of
20i Io), km

o 0 1h 25s
558 916 1 35 44 15

2,700) 5,200 2 23 36 10
8,o040 15,880 4 4' 15 3

35,810D 71,42o 23 56 04 1

The moon is 38 ,000 km distant from the Earth, so that its per-

fof•revolution about the Eafth is approximately four weeks.

Urless the satellite revolves in the plane of the E~arth's equa-

tor and its period is equal to the period of rotation of the Earth,

the projection of its trajectory onto the earth's surface will

change continuously. The period of revolution of the first satell-

ite was iritially 96.2 min. Due to the rotation of the Earth about

its axis, the projection of the satellite's motion onto the Earth's

surface passed .3ver different regions, shifting through about 24o

of longitude .:n each revolution. At the latitude of Moscow, each

successive spiral paszed about 1500 km west of the preceding, and

this shift at-,-unted to about 2500 km at the equator.

The plane of tbe first satellite's orbit was inclined 650 to

the plane of the equator, so that the path of the satellite passed

-J
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Fig. 114. Scheme of motion of first Soviet
artificial earth satellite in one day.

over the regioirs of the Earth situated approximately between the Arc-

tic and Antarct c Circles. Due to the rotation of the Earth about

its axis, the ir:clination of the path to the equator differed from

the inclination cf the orbital plane. &itering the Northern Hemi-

sphere, the path'intersected the equator at an angle of 71.50, going

northeast. Then the path gradually turned increasingly eastward,

becoming tangent to the parallel at 650 N and turning southward to

intersect the equator in a southeastward direction and enter the Sou-

thern Hemisphere. There it touched the parallel at 650 South Lati-

tude, turned north and again entered the Northern Hemisphere (Fig.

-114).
L _j
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V The basic factor that limits the lifetime of artificial earth-

satellites and result in their droppin- to eartlo, is the re:. Lc•tar•,e

of the atwosphere. The orbits of the recently-lainched artif'i;.ial

satellites of the Earth pass through extremely rarefied layers of the

atmo8phep'e where tPe density is no greater than one four-billionth

of the surface density of the air, and the drag does not exceed two

grams per square meter of cross-sectional &rea, ever at tiAe lowest

point -in the orbit. Nevertheless, even this level of atzosrderic

drag has an im•.,)rtant influence of the motion of the i.;ikeUlites.

Under thc- influence of the atmosphere's resistance, 'some 'of the

satellite's kin, tic enerV is constantly being lost, with the resu.lt

that its orbit continu~ally becomes shorter and a.pproaches týe ,-art.

surface and its period of zevolution declines. Due to t•le decelera-

tion of the satellite, the maximnum heig.t of its orbit (fapoee)

falls off much more rapidly than the minimum hei,[ht (perigee), so

that the satellite's orbit gradually approacbes the circular. As

the perigee is depressed , the atmospheric drag naturally increnses,

and the process of reduction of the satellite's period and depression

of its orbit become more rapid until the satellite enters the dense

layers of the atmosphere and burns up. At this time the period of

revolution attaii~s its smallest, critical value, which is approxi-

mately 87.75 min.

Thus the lifetimes of artificial earth satellites are governed

by two basic fa:tors; the magnitude of the resistance offeired by
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Fthe atmosphere and the initial value of the period of revolution. I

The lower the deceleration and the longer the initi.al tericd of rcýv7-

lution, the longer will the satellite continue to exist.

The resistance of the atmosphere to the motion of an arti.ficial

earth satellite depends, in turn, on the altitude of tie orb:it's per-

igee .ind on its aerodynamic and ballistic prorerties; e s-called

sectional density, i.e., the amount of the satellite's weiLht ,sscci_.-

ated with a unit area of its cross section, is A factor of the first

import.,:,ce in determining the latter.

The lifet:L.e of a satellite may vary through a very wide rarnke

°ith" variation the perigee altitude and the sectional density.

Thus an artificiJl earth satellite with a nearly circular orbit hav-

ing a perigee altitude of about a thousand kilometers would persist

fo"r a practically indefinite period.

With a perigee altitude of 500 .km, its lifespan would run to two

to seven years, depending on the value of the sectional density, and

with a perigee altitude of 150-160 km the satellite would be able to

complete only about one revolution about the Earth.

Sectional density exerts a less important influence on tn lif'e-

time; when the ratio of tne weight of the satellite to its cross-sec-

ticnal area is reduced by a factor of ten, its lifetime will also be

shortened by a factor of approximately ten.

It is the factors enumerated above that determined thc varyir:ng

Lcharacter of the decline in the periods of revolution of the first,_j
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Vecond, and third Soviet artificial earth satellites and their dif-l

fering lifetimes. Thus the first Soviet satellite and itl roc>ket

vehicle had equa) perigee altitudes and periods of revolution (96.2

min) when they went into orbit. Due to the different values of sec-

tional density tor the satellite and the rocket vehicle, however,

the daily di-crements in their perioas of zevolution were unequal,

amountirg to 1.6 and 2.7 sec. As a result, the first satellite ex-

isted for 94 days, but its rocket vehicle for only 60.

The second Soviet satellite, which was constructed as an inte-

gral unit with -s rocket vehicle, which was very aimi.ar aer6dyna-

m:zcally and bal.istically to the rocket vehicle of the first satel-

lite and appz 'd.:.n'tely the same perigee altitude, revolved about the

1Sarth for 163 days. The longer persistence of the second satellite

is accounted for by the larger value of its initial period of revo-

lution. The period of revolution of the second satellite amounted

to 103.7 min, i.e., 7.5 min longer than that of the rocket vehicle

of the firet satellite. With practically the same daily decrement

from the initial period of revolution, it is natural that the second

satellite arrived at the critical value of the period of revolution

after a longer time than the rocket vehicle of the first satellite.

The third Soviet artificial earth satellite was placed into or-

bit with an initial perigee altitude approximately the same as those

of the two preceding satellites, but with a longer initial period of

revolution eqt:;. to 105.95 min. This circumstance alone was respon-
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Vsible for the longer lifetime of the third satellite and its rocket.

vehicle as compared with its predecessors.

It is possible to create a satellite that will be stationary

with respect to an observer on tfte Earth, changing its position only

with E.5ipect to the stars. For this purpose, of course, it would be

necessary to raise it to an altitude at which its period of revolu-

tion wi1l be equal to the period of rotation of the Earth about its

axis. If such a satellite were to move in the plane of the equator

from w'3t t.) east, its angular velocity of r- •ution would be equal

to the angular velocity of rotation of the Earth about ite; axis, and

it would be seeni from the Earth at the same point in the sky at all

tinws. Such a Litellite is referred to as a stationary or "perpet-

ual" satellit*. Its altitude above the equator would be 35,810 km

or 6.61 Earth radii.

As compared with other satellites, a stationary satellite pos-

sesses a number of attractive features. If such a satellite is

manned, it would be easier for the crew to maintain communication

with the Earth by means of directional radio or light signals. 4ith

the use of radar, such an earth satellite can be used for the pur-

pose of aircraft guidance and to increase the range ard stability of

radii> cvmunication.

It is interesting to note thst from such a satellite, our Earth

would be seen as a stationary object with an angular diameter forty

Ltimes -hat of the lunar disk as seen from the Earth.
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F In order to generate the flight velocity necessary for the es-

cape of an artificial Earth satellite or any other man-made object

into the domos, it is necessary to employ the powerful multistage

rockets whose creation was a concept proposed by K. E. Tsiolkovskiy.

A ballistic rocket consisting of a liquid-fueled reaction engine,

tanks for fuel (e.g., kerosene, alcohol) and the oxidizer necessary

for combustion of the fuel (e.g., liquid oxygen, nitric acid) can

develop a velocity as high as 3 to 4 km/sec. But velocities of 5 to

7 km/sec are necessary even for the flight of an intercontinental

rocket. Even higher velocities are required for flight into the

cosmos. In the multistage rocket, i.e., a rocket which itself con-

sists of several rockets (engines), the exhausted engines and tanks

are jettisoned one after another after launching, and the thus light-

ened rocket e;,elerated by the remaining motors to attain the pre-

determined flight velocity.

Artificial earth satellites launched into cosmic space have

procured information on the nature of the cosmos and the phenomena

prevailing therein that it would be impossible to obtain by any o-

ther means.

The mean value of the density of the atmo8phere was determined

as a result of the scientific investigations conducted with the aid

of the three Soviet Earth satellites. It was found to be 5 to 10

times higher at an altitude of 226-228 km than the figures obtained

Learlier on the basis of theoretical evaluation of rocket experimenj3.
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IImpcrtant results were obtained in etudies of 'he propggation of

radio waves through the iono.pfiere and of ;-ne Ltt.1er'lf stru:-u:ur.

It wa,; found that the temperatuie of the iorncspiwrpher .c.' iir

much higher than those of the neutral Farticlea and ions st th- al-

titude of the s.otellites.

A new for. of radiation was discovered in studie. i, t.eh r:-gion

of co:•mic rays. Tt develops that the Earth is surro-unded by a kind

of "ha.lo" of high-speed electrons, which are helr captive by the ,-

netic field of 'he Earth.

A living ,-:eature (the dog Laika) penetrated the cosimos for the

f'irit tive in '-: e history of humanity in the sec-ond eartL satelli•e.

'he rpsults of this biologicai experiment will serve aa a point of

departure for the ienetration of interplanetary space by man.

The problems of •omylete hermetic sealing of satellites and -4n-

strniv;ent containý's and of automatic temperature regulation have 01-

read. beer, solved. "hus the tem.perature in the third ,oviet satell-

ite was maintainee between 15 and 220 C during the entire period in

which the ar aratus was functioning.

`he "l,.t. an's later the second and third Soviet artifcial

earth satellites demonstrated to the entire world the feasbiliily

of interp1snetary voyages in the not too distant ftu-e. :•cn nrob-

lems as the creation of "perpetual" artificlial satellites revolving

about ýYhe Earth at great altitudes with virtually unlimited life-

Lt es, the rec-, ery of a satellite or part of it, etc., will be
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rsolved first.

Solution of the problem of man in the satellite--study of all

aspects of the conditions of life cot.tingent upon the flight of man

into cosmic space--will be of special importance.

The creation of artificial earth satellites that move in orbits

approaching the moon is of extremely great intere*.;t.

The successful launching of a multistage cosmic rocket in the

direction of the moon from the Soviet Union on 2 January 1959 pre-

sents fresh possibilities for the acquisition of knowledge of the

Univelse.

This event--the first.of its kind in the history of mankind--

aroused tremendous rapture all over the world and represented a new

confirmation of the high level of develol;ment of our country's sci-

ence and technc-ogy. The .Soviet rocket attained a speed in excess

of the second co mic vwlocity. i.e., over 11.2 km/sec, passed near

the moon on 4 uauuary, and entered an orbit about the sun about 7

or 8 January, thus becoming the first artificial planet of the to-

lar system.

The rocket carried a pennant with the crest of the Soviet

Union and the inscription "Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

January, 1959."

The scientists, designers, engineers and workers who created

the new rocket dedicated its launching to the XXI Congress of the

L Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
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F The rockeo wa" launched vertically from the surface of the 2
Zrtth. Its ti ectory was gradually inclined fro'o the vertical bY

the operation ii. a programmir.g mechanism in the automatic system that

guided tne r,'-ket. After passing the second cosmic velocity, the

rocket moved GaCong a hyperbol-a w3th respect to the center of the

&irtkh. Th•e trajectory was most tightly curved near the Earth, and

straightened out with iacreasinS distance from it. At the start of

the rocket's travel along the trajectory, its velocity was higjiest;

but it declined under the influence of the Earthe' gravitatibnal

attraction with increasing distance. Thus the velocity of the roc-

'et with respect to the center of the Earth was about 10 km/sec at

an .qtituJe of 1500 1m, but had declined to 3.5 kw'sec at an alti-

tude of 1CK-0000 km.

Tii. rate of rotation of tLe radius vector connecting the cen-

ter- of the Earth with the rocket declined in inverse proportion to

distance from the Earth's center in accordance with Kepler's second

laa. While thi. velocity amounted to approximately 252 deg/sec at

the start of t1'.. motion, i.e., was over 15 times the angular velo-

city of the I :rth's diurnal rotation, it was less than the latter

velocity after abcut 9m hour. When the rocket neared the moon, how-

ever, the rate of rotation of its radius vector nad been reduced by

a factor of more thrn 2000.

These properties of the motion of the rocket along its trajec-

L tory determined the nature of its movement with respect to tfe sur 1:J
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Fface of the Earth (Fig. 115). An long as the rate of rotation of

the rocket's rrdlus vector was high by comparison with the velocity

of rotation of the Earth, the projection of the rocket onto the

Earth's surface to.ved eastward, with a gradual deviation to the

south. Then the projection turned first to the southwest, and 6-7

hours after the launching, when the rate of rotation of the radius

vector had become small, proceeded almost directly westward.

The rocket was launched at a time when the moon was in its last

quarter, i.e., the moon was in front of the Earth from the viewpoint

of the latter's orbital motion (Fig. 116).

As the cosmic rocket approached to a distance of a few tens of

thousa-4ds of kilometers from the moon, the gravitational attraction

of the moon began to exert a noticeable influence on the rocket's

motion; this rc--alted in a certain deflection of the course of the

rocket and gave rise to a local increase in the velocity of its

flight near tle moon. When the moon's orbit was crossed 34 hours

after launching, the rocket was 5 or 6 thousand kilometers, i.e.,

about 3 lunar radii, away from it.

Could the rocket have struck the moon or become its satellite?

Near the moon's surface, the circular velocity is somewhat higher

than 1.7 km/aec, and at the distance to which the rocket first ap-

proached the moon, this first cosmic (for the moon) velocity is on-

ly about 1 km/sec. Near the moon, the rocket was traveling at a

Lrate of over 2 km/sec. Therefore it could not become a lunar sat- j
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ellite, much less impact its surface.

After its ,,):Jroach to the moon, the cosmic rocket continued to

recede from the Earth and its velocity with respect to the Larth's

Orbit of moon

SOrbit

• Trajectory of

t rocket•

ofaEarh

Fig. I1Z6. Trajectory of approach of rocket

to moon:

1-- 1 nsition of moon at moment of launching;
2-- 3p ,aition of moon at moment of proximity
to ro ;•et.

center declined, approaching 2 km/sec. At a distance of 1 million

km from the Earth, the influence of the Earth's attraction on the

rocket wae so weak that the rocket's motion became governed by the

attractive force of the sun. The rocket was unable to overcome this

force and therefore cannot escape from the solar system, since it

would have been necessary for this purpose to impart to it an ini-

tial velocity of 16.7 km/sec--the third cosmic velocity.

_2
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F Under the influence of the sun's gravitational attraction, the!

rocket emerged into the calculated orbit around the sun ar-d becaure

a perpetual sateilite of it, just like the otner Flanets (Fig. 117).

The period of revolution of the first artificial planet about t'ie

sun is --C) dayb, i.e., aFproximately 15 monthrs.

Perihelion of
Ve rocket, 14 Jan

SOrbit" of Esarth

Apbelion of

Seb 5Perihelion of

Nip Earth.. 2 Jan

Fig. 117. Orbit of cosmic rocket about sun

'data are for 1959):

1-- Position of Earth in orbit on 14 Jan;
2-- position of Earth in orbit on 1 Sep.

At the time of entry of the rocket into orbit, its velocity

L with reference to the center of the Earth was in approximately thej
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Foarfs dtLrfcion as the velocity of the Sarth in its motion gbout the'

sun. Since the velocity of the £arth is 50 km/sec, and tbz velo(;ity

of the rocket with reference to the Earth was 2 km/sec, the velocity

of the rocl.et'e motion about the sun at this time was approximately

32 bDo/sec. In other parts of the orbit, its velocity will vary,

like t';at of any natural planet, in accordance with the laws of cel-

estial mechanict-

The launc) ubg of the cosmic rocket is of enormous scientific im-

pcrt-ance. The ! At stage of the rocket, which weighed 1472 kg with-

out fuel, was 4 1 uipped with a special container holding measurement

aiparatus for a large complex of scientific investigations: detec-

tion of the magnetic field and radioactivity of the moon, study of

cosmic radietion outside the Earth's magnetic field, study of the

corpuscular radiation of the sun, meteoric particles, etc. Several

radio transmitters and a special apparatus that crested a sodium

cloud--an artificial comet--rt an altitude of 137,000 km were in-

stalled on the last stage of the rocket to permit observation of its

flight.

The obiit of the first artificial planet passes much closer to

the ortbt of Mars thart to that of the Earth. The rocket could have

reached the orWit of Maxs with a small increase in its launching ve-

loc-ty.

The last se !tp on the path of man into the cosmos will evidently

Lbe the creation .>f an interplanetary satellite station on which it 1
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F would be postsible for a considerable number of people to remain forl

prolonged periods. The creation of such a permanent cosmic station

would greatly further the investigation of circumsolar space. Such

a station could serve as a dispatch point for trips to the planets

nearest the Earth--Mars and Venus. The bold design of man to fly to

the moon and the nearest planets is near to realization. Several

plans are already being worked out for such flights. Here are two

of them:

The first plan proposes to accomplish flight to the moon or a

nearbt planet by employing an artificial earth satellite as an inter-

mediate cosmic station. It is realized that the necessary quantit-

ies of fuel, -oodstuffs, clothing for the crew, apparatus for obser-

vations, etc., ;an be concentrated at such a station by repeated

launchings or x-cketst from the Earth, i.e., that a kind of "flying

island" can rie constructed from several artificial earth satellites.

Then the crew would be disembarked there from a rocket, a new rocket

would be aasembled at the station, the crew would take all their ne-

cessaries along with them and start out from this "flying ialand" to

the moon, Niars, or Venus--whichever is designated in the plan.

T,• basic advantage of the intermediate station is the fact

that it itself is in motion. As a result, a rocket bound for a pla-

net retains its velocity in landing at such a station, and this fa-

cilitates its takeoff.

L A velocity of 11.1 ko/sec is required for flight to the moon._ 2
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F create artificial gravity on such a "flying island," it maySTo

be assembled in the form of a rotating circle (Fig. 118).

The conditions of flight for the crew, the conditions of lacid-

ing on the moon or planet and taking off again for the return jour-

ney, and the conditions of landing on the Earth have been computed

and sub, -ntlated for this version. Such a journey should be pre-

ceded by an exploratory flight of a rocket around the moon or plan-

et without landing on it.

iý' the becond plan it is proposed that first the moon and then

the other plane-e be studied comprehensively without sending men to

them, making t tensive use instead of various types of special auto-

matic apparatus. It is expected that this type of research on the

moon and plar ets will require smaller expenditures of thermochemical

fuel. Anothe.r important advantage of this project will be that the

observance of flight conditions and the scientific investigations

will be seen to not by solitary daredevils, but directly by an en-

tire collective of scientists at special television receivers and

other radio-telecommunications apparatus on the Earth.

This plan proposes that the conquest of the moon be carried

out in three stages. In the first stage, an investigation of the

mooi would be carried out with rockets that fell onto its surface.

In the flihit of such a rocket, all possible data on flight condi-

tions and the visibility of the moon from various altitudes should

be transmitted by radio and television back to the Earth until thea
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Vast instant be -re it falls into the moon and disintegrates.

In the s-.>ccnd stage, laboratory tanks, radio-controlled from the

Earth, would be landed on the moon Ln rockets. Such a rocket would

fly to the moon along an elliptical orbit that doubled around the lu-

nar surface. Having attained the highest point in its orbit, the

rocket would reduce speed in response to radioed commands and begin

to move around the moon, gradually descending toward its surface un-

der the influence of the lunar gravity. Correcting radio commands

would provide for touchdown of the rocket in the most suitable region

of the moon, the so-called Circus of Ptolemy. The laboratory tank

would have transmitting television cameras controlled from the Earth,

and send all observations to television receivers on the Earth as in

a tele;ision broadcast of, for example, a football game from a sta-

dium.

It is prc!: •sed that men be landed on the moon in the third stage

after all preparations have been made for this: stockpiling of food,

clothing, arO- apparatus stores, etc. The men would also transmit

their observations and studies of the moon to Earth by radio and to-

levision (Fig. 119).

It --s reasoned that the investigators landed on the moon will be

able to stay there long enough to return to Earth in a rocket assem-

bled on the moon from separate components landed there previously.

Succeesive groups would be sent to relieve the first group of inves-

tigators at the lunar scientific-research station so that the inves-J
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(tigation could proceed without interruption.

The fearle:;s astronauts will have constant communication with

the Earth and o portunities to consult with scientists in all special-

ties by means if tuned two-way radio and television setups. They can

be given nect .sary advice or sent help by rocket at any time when un-

expected circumstances arise. This plan suggests the use of artific-

ial earth satellites as rocket-refueling stations.

IPIP

pp

Fig. 119. Television broadcast from the moon in
the near future.

A succession of flights into the distant starry Universe will

follow on the heels of the flights to the moon and nearest planets.
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FFor this, however, it will be necessary to overcome great difficult-'

ies. Even atCentauri, the nearest star to the solar system, is at

a distance from us that light requires over 4 years to traverse, and

the stars most distant from us are about 2 billion light-years away.

How can these tremendous distances be surmounted? Even if we flew

at a sleed of 100 km/sec--12 times faster than the earth satellites--

we could reach tuie nearest star only after 10,000 years. During this

time many geneiritions of astronauts would succeed one another in

flight, until it befalls the last of them to gate upon the people of

an unknown world.

It is obvious that neither an ordinary contemporary rocket nor

an atomic rocket, which can develop velocities of only a few tens of

kilometers per second, would be capable of carrying a man into the

remote starry Universe. This would require the so-called photon

rocket, In which the reaction thrust will be generated by the out-

flow of tiny particles of light--photons emitted by matter in various

reactions.

The photon rocket will be capable of developing flight speeds

near the velocity of light. If a speed of about 250-290 thousand

km/sec s generated with such a rocket, it will be possible to fly to

c Centauri in 5 years and return in another 5 years.

The establirhment of the fact of the deceleration of time at

high velocities inear that of light is of great interest in the prob-
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Flea of interstellar flight. This phenomenon follows as a consequence

of one of the principles of Einstein's theory of relativity: "The

value of the velocity of light in a vacuum is independent of the mo-

tion of the light source."

The deceleration of time becomes particularly pronounced at very

high velocities of motion. Thus, for example, a flight to the center

of the galaxy In a photon rocket will last about 20 years for the as-

tronauts, but 200 thousand years will pass in the solar system during

this period! The return from such a flight will be a "voyage into

the future," since many generations of people will have succeeded one

another on the Earth.

The p.,seibility of seeing one's remote descendants seems strange

now and, is difficult for the human mind to conceive of. Many other

problems of motion at speeds approaching that of light are still not

completely solý,-cd. However, science has shown that the control of

time and reduct.. ,n of colossal distances are in principle possible.

Flight to o~her galaxies is as yet practically impossible. This

will come about riot today, not tomorrow, but in the day-after-tomor-

row of science and technolog.

The launching of the first Soviet artificial earth satellite,

which marked the beginning of the era of the conquest of the cosmos,

stands as one of a series of such turning points in the historical

development of human society as the discovery of fire, the invention

I of steam engines, the discovery of electrical current and its ehfecti
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For magnets--the origin of electrical engineering--, the flight of thJ

first airplane, and the liberation of the energy of the atomic nu-

cleus.

The first artificial satellite of the Earth was created by the

genius r7 the 2oviet people, This fills us with a feeling of Justi-

fied pride in our science and in the fact that the Soviet Union has

forged ahead to first place in the world in many branches of know-

ledge.

Ar I as cosmic space is mastered in the time to come, socialist

science and tec*i-ology and the Soviet people will make a meritori-

ovs contributi'-, to the progress and good fortune of mankind.

KUD
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